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The circle of life has more than one circle especially economic station states.  The jump for a better life 

has transitions from one economic station state to another economic station state- hopefully, an 

upward life situation instead of the accumulative fall in negative direction when the negatives 

accumulate faster and more often than the preferred position transitional positive in the upward 

direction.  

What’s been market researched does not always become applicable to those in the transition of another 

economic station state or attempts to another transitional station state.  The majority of the upper 

transitional station state is not always recorded due to majority transitions are recorded at the time.  

The criteria used are set guidelines for a majority in transitional jumps.  In looking at transitional jump 

the forward movement of all exhausted written documented programs listed is evaluated for individuals 

to make transitional jumps to a better life.  Business supply demands are in constant change and an 

open ended category needs to be adapted to the transitional economic station states to make the jump 

for others in new or developmental progression of new materials business and educational industries to 

thrive into a different phase in life.  The open categories need to be addressed/recognized and recorded 

for future transitions.  Transitional jumps at many points in history are majority jumps but start out 

without being recorded history that starts the new jump.  Take the directive of a transitional jump in a 

positive for those needed a transition not offered for the majority category-not fitting at the time but 

may be offered for other transitionals (business, economic growth, advertising, etc.).  A directive review 

should not be halted to a review but assigned to department specialist if affordable that can ask for 

specific assistance through other departments is organized to additional Peace Corps efforts. 


